We didn’t choose this; TRP or MGTOW are the only rational
options for modern men.
RedPillDad | 5 June, 2019 | by RP McMurphy
Redquest recently put out a blog that confirmed what I’ve been saying for awhile, which is that Tinder
and other forms of swipe dating are pretty goddamn lousy ways to meet women.
I don’t want this to be about that necessarily, but the TL;DR of SOD (swipe/online dating) is this: there
may have been a time when it was a good way to meet chicks, but that time has passed. Today’s women
are way too picky for what they’re bringing to the table, and unless you’re a super hot Chad with
phenomenal photos and a suave bio, meeting girls this way isn’t all that productive.
Point blank: unless he’s got male model looks and/or can prove it, I just don’t believe guys who say
they’re killing it on SOD. And in any case, for me the quality of girls I meet using cold approach and day
game is far higher than the women I match with on these platforms–because in that case I’m the chooser,
not the girl.
A few weeks ago, for shits and giggles I got on OK Cupid… I matched with a decent number of chicks
(best was a 7?), but most were non-responsive, a few conversations basically went nowhere, and the one
date I set up through Snap Chat via OKC flaked on the date. Basically confirmed what I already thought,
even though my photos displayed were the best I’ve put out there yet.
The final observation I’ll make about this for now is that the world of social media and SOD has
dramatically distorted women’s perception of their SMV–they believe it to be much, much higher than
what it is, and that’s because they regularly match with guys who are 2-3 points above their SMV on
Tinder. This is also why it doesn’t really work that well for anyone. The guy is disappointed–maybe he’s
willing to bang her, but he’s not sticking around–and while the girl is initially stoked, she gets pumped
and dumped and then is pissed off and doesn’t understand why none of the guys she matches with are
interested in an LTR. The reason is clear: she’s not bringing commensurate value to the table.
To be honest, this is the reason I found TRP. Post divorce, I realized after about a year of bullshit that I
wasn’t going to meet attractive women using SOD, and began looking at cold approach advice on
YouTube and elsewhere, and stumbled on the reddit site.
From there the rest is history. Once you take the pill, once you’ve seen the truth, you can’t unsee it.
And as the red pill gets more exposure and becomes more mainstream, society would do well to
remember: we didn’t choose this.
TRP is a necessary adjustment men have to make in our lives to have sexual relationships with women.
SOD doesn’t work. Marriage is broken. Women are more arrogant, picky, and squirrely than they’ve ever
been, and feminism has bred an unspoken hatred for men–even among blue pill men, who ironically hate
themselves and then expect women to like them for that–while making women more masculine and less
attractive; women who are basically bringing nothing to the table other than their looks when it comes to
marriage and/or an LTR.
In short, modern women–especially American women–are broken.
If this is coming across as bitter, it’s not. It’s simply a statement of fact. Indeed, now that I’m past the
anger phase of accepting that this is the way it is, I enjoy living this way, embracing my inner masculine
nature and gaming women. TRP has made me a better lover, friend, father, son, and brother.
But when people ask me why I don’t settle down or stay in a relationship–why don’t I get married? Why I
don’t at least have a steady girlfriend? The only thing I can tell them honestly, without outing myself as a
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red pill man, is that: this is today’s dating market. This is the reality. I didn’t choose it. I’m simply
adjusting to it.
And at some point in the near future, society as a whole is going to have to grapple with three very
unsettling realities related to the above:
1. Feminism is toxic, because its true aim isn’t liberation and equal opportunity and legal status for
women. No. Feminism’s true aim, whether intentional or not, is to make women more
masculine and goad them into denying their feminine nature in order to gain power. It’s
unnatural for women not to want to have children (otherwise, evolution would have kicked our
ass), and yet, that’s just what many women in today’s society have been encouraged to do, not
knowing that after they turn 35 or 40, the rest of their life is going to be miserable because they
have no one to share it with other than their cat-lady friends who are in the same boat.
2. Monogamy, is, for all intents and purposes, dead. Now that community, religion, and social
pressure have been removed from the table, marriage has nothing holding it in place. It’s held in
place by nothing more than the promise of a woman–which as Wesley points out in the Princess
Bride, isn’t worth much. For as we know, 80% of the time, divorce is initiated by the woman.
3. Because women are hypergamous, broken, and extremely picky, there will be huge swaths of men
either do not now, and/or will not have access to sex in the future–many of them leading fairly
purposeless lives with little or no meaning. And those who fall into this category will be prone to
manipulation, suicide, and/or violence.
A little more on point three: I was explaining to a friend recently that while I’ve been extremely
successful with women in the last year (I didn’t disclose my notch count–18 since Sept–as he probably
would have been disgusted–blue pill guy, but a good friend nonetheless), it hasn’t been easy. During my
first 21 months post divorce, I got laid by three chicks, all in their 30’s post wall that I met through
SOD–best was a 7?
But even now, post TRP and learning game, I go through dry stretches where leads flake, women
disappear, etc.
That’s despite the fact I’m a well educated, tall, muscular blonde haired, blue-eyed dude who’s a bit of a
natural when it comes to cold-approach, charm, and game.
What about the average guy who’s 5’8″, only decent looking, shy and lacks social skills because he’s
been raised on his smart phone? The truth is that guy’s not fucking much in the modern world, if ever.
Yes, he’ll for sure do better if he learns some game and takes TRP, but even then it’s going to be touch
and go, because 5’s and 6’s think they can date guys like me or do even better. And if we’re honest, a
shitload of the hotties–the 8’s and 9’s–are going to figure out they can become cam girls, strippers, sugar
babies, or escorts/prostitutes and make a damn good living, so they’re effectively off the market (sort of–I
banged a cam girl for awhile earlier this year).
So while I’m confident in my abilities, part of my advantage is based on physical attributes and learned
skills, and I worry about guys in the future, because many, if not most, will lack both.
And that means they’re not getting laid–or they’re paying for it.
In any case, to return to the main point, we didn’t choose this–at least not most of us. TRP is something
we found because it was literally the only option–that or MGTOW–and I’m starting to think those guys
might be pretty fucking smart (apparently RedQuest does too as he continues talking about getting out of
the game).
The final point I’ll make is that society should be thankful for red pill men and our philosophy. The only
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reason we get a bad name is because our strategy undermines feminism and the female imperative–and
the truth that women are naturally submissive, feminine, etc. is not what our society wants to hear.
But aside from that, TRP makes men better for everyone. We tell guys to get their fitness and diet in
order, to have some sort of mission/be entrepreneurs, to read and enrich their minds through learning, and
perhaps most importantly, to give women the sexual experiences they want to have with men, even if
most don’t want to admit it.
A bit more philosophical today–more on game and action taking tomorrow.
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